A Secret and Unbiased History
ofWill Rice College
by Gilbert M. Cuthbertson, Professor of Political Science, Resident Associate ofWill Rice College

The Tao of Will Rice**
"Not houses finely roofed or walls of stone well-builded
make the city, but men able to use their opportunities ... "
Herein lies a secret,
unbiased history ofWill
Rice College, secret as in
Procopius' Byzantium,
unbiased as in Pollard's
"impartial history" of the
War Between the States, a
veritable "arm.is
virumque."Will Rice,
named for the
eponymous nephew of
the Founder, has its own
school of distinguished
William Marsh Rice,Jr.
historians including
Karen Rogers '68,
Walter Buenger '73,Jim Crisp '68,John Boles '65,
Ed Kallina '65, Alvin Byrd '77 and certainly former
Will Rice Master Joel Wolfe.
**With "Thanx and a tip o-the hat" to the
"Caretakers" or "Custodians" BABS (a.k.a. Mrs.
Barbara Willis), BRAD (Dr. Bradley Hoyt), and
PATRICK (Mr. Patrick Quayle), as well as to Dr.
Ron Gross and the Drs. Orengo, Silvia and Ida.
lmost since its founding in 1957,Will Rice
College has merited the title "The College of
Individuals." It is also known as "The College of
Men, Gods, and Goddesses." Its emblem is the
Phoenix. Its motto is both "Myth, Power,Value" and
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"Will Rice Will Sweep," a reference to its wins in
the annual beer-bike competition. (A "sweep" is
when one college wins all three race : men, women
and alumni.) "Resugam; Redeam" has also been
suggested as has the Gaelic toast "Squaib," which
might loosely be "Sweep."
Will Rice has been blessed with a group of
outstanding masters and co-master from the times
of James Street Fulton and Edythe Fulton to our
current Mike Wolf and Paula Krisko, who are doing
a first-rate job in pre erving Will Rice's traditions
and identity. Will Rice masters have made
exceptional contributions in different ways in
shaping our traditions. They include the Armeniades,
Casteneda , Doughties, Haymes, Jumps, Sawyers,
Shirleys, and Wolfes. To each the college owes a debt
of gratitude and a book of historical remembrances
for their kindne s and patience.
Will Rice has been fortunate to have had a
number of great resident associates including Zevi
Salzburg, Connie Kolenda, and Jason Sosa. We have
had only three college coordinators: Barbara "Babs"
Willis (30 year ) for whom the private dining room
was named; Cece King, and Joyce Courtois. We
certainly have had outstanding staff including the
memorable Bernard "Hooks"Wills, Miss Gracie
(Henry), and currently Chef Derrix. We have been
supported by outstanding alumni, including the
Wardens and the Jensens as well as our own alumnus
David Gibbs, who with Mrs. Gibbs donated the new
Rice Recreation Center. WRC has con tantly had
outstanding presidents including Curtis Petersen and
J. P. Lopez. (The list here should include everyone.)
Continued on page 3
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The Secret and Unbiased History ofWill Rice College
(continued from page 1)
On the national political scene we have had
Representative John Kline and Assistant Secretary of
Energy Alexander Karsner. On the state level we
have long had Representative Scott Hochberg. I am
mindful of all small town editors who attempt to
include everyone in their columns and are unable to
do so.
Another feature ofWill Rice is that it is coeducational and has been since the 1970s. This
feature has contributed to the University's recent #1
"quality of life" ranking.
Perhaps it is even yet too early to write a history
ofWill Rice. Alums are always saying: "You've got to
write these stories down, Doc." I always tell them:
''I'm getting paid more not to." Omerta, but now
perhaps some of the history can be told, and I have
opted for the format of fellow Harvardian John
Reed's Ten Days Which Shook the World (omitting,
however, the College's contribution to the radicalism
of the Students for Democratic Society and the
Abbie Hoffman affair).
Logically I should begin with Will Rice's
greatest moment, "The Day of the Sweep" but
instead elect to begin with "The Day of the M an
Who Would be Will Rice." A new roommate arrived
in the college with the word that he would have to
over-crowd. He started going to class and taking
exams. Two months later it was discovered that he
was an outpatient from across the street who was
living out his greatest fantasy-that he was a Rice
student and that being a Rice student was indeed
the highest form of existence. He fit into the
"College of Individuals" so well that nobody
noticed. This unusual phenomenon has since been
experienced at several other residential colleges.
Next would be the "Day of the
Great Fire" and "The Great Flood."
The day of the fire Frank Hole had
ju t become acting master and I had
gone to play bridge (a now forgotten
game which u ed to be popular at
Will Rice). I said to Frank: "the only
thing they can do while I'm gone is
to burn the place down." When I
returned there were fire engines,
ambulances, and inspectors with
smoke billowing out of the Old
Dorm (now Historic Will Rice as
opposed to the N ew Dorm. and the
N ewer New Dorm now under
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"Babs" Willis, The Armeniades, Dr. Casteneda

construction). Someone had stuffed a room with
newspapers which were in turn shovelled into the
stairwell (now guarded by Esmeralda, who
occasionally assumes an identity of her own like the
water fountain, Halsey-Taylor and the dishwashing
machine, the Hobart, both of which occasionally
appeared on class rosters.) Voila, a match.Voila, a fire
and "The boy who stood on the burning deck."
Similarly, Will Rice suffered a number of floods
including survival during the hurricanes with trees
flying over the buildings as if propelled by a giant
gezilcher (an early form ofWill Rice surgical tubing
catapult) to the consternation of our neighbors.
"The Day of the Voice," well, one time Castro
threated to bomb the Gulf Coast and the guys got
up on the sundeck and
played World War II bombing
records, but "The Voice from
the Tower" appeared in Texas
Monthly for June 1976. The
Voice was infinitely amplified
and measured in M***s.
Even though the article was
written from an unabashedly
Hanszenite perspective (It
was always said that if there
were no Hanszen, Will Rice
engineer would have to
create one.). Will Rice did
win the "yell wars."
Sid Richardson, another
Will Rice rival, always
dominated WRC
architecturally with the
Wagnerian "Death from
Above," even the time that
there were rumors that

WRC had used a Molotov Cocktail. Later we had a
secret weapon: "Seth from Below." Our greatest
achievement, however, was the myth-power-value
strategy to close Sid's balconies in which certain
parties (who must still remain unknown)
impersonated Rice's President, security, and the comaster to save the day. The only greater use of MPV
was by Mike Estep in turning around Navratilova's
tennis game. Lance Berkman is also a great WRC
athlete.
Writing of telephone calls, we would certainly
have to nominate "The Day of the Hostage Crisis,"
the day they called Fidel Castro and Margaret
Thatcher collect. Will Rice students almost solved all
of America's diplomatic problems by ordering the

W ill Rice College Choir, 1966
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release of the hostages from the American embassy
in Tehran. Unfortunately, although they told them
that there had been a "change of regime," some
pesky Ayatollah countermanded the
order.
Definitely included is "The Day
of the Ghost." Poltergeists which
appeared in the Founder's Room in
Lovett Hall seemed to spread to the
Will Rice president's room #110.
Part of the haunting consisted of
b eer cans tuffed into the fireplace
flu e which rattled when the wind
blew through. There were, however,
other suspicious phenomena with
the possibility of human agency.
Doc C and "ghostbusters" decided to
spread talcum powder. Unfortunately
a window in the room was broken
that day. Food and Housing decided
to charge until they were asked:
"Would you believe that Doc C put
Beer-bike, 1986

out talcum powder to detect ghosts?" "Yes, we
would believe that. No charge." Anyway, every great
university has to have a "ghost in the machine."
R egrettably Will Rice has only had a few
possibilities including a rogue Ouija board, a
student's mother who exuded phosphorescent
ectoplasm, and a disembodied hand which emerged
from the wall early in the morning. The hand was
that of a student who was
exploring maintenance
tunnels between the
walls.
IfWill Rice could
not procure an authentic
ghost (other than the
spirit of Igor), it could
have its very own UFO.
The only time I have
actually seen a UFO, it
was corning from
Roswell and turned out
to be tumbleweed, but
Will Rice was more
fortunate in "The Day of
the Saucer." Students
took a Formica top from
one of the commons
tables. They attached
weather balloons and
railway flares. The object
Beer-bike, 1962
was launched and it

hovered over the Southwest Freeway, creating the
worst traffic gridlock until the recent hurricane, and
winning banner headlines in one Houston
newspaper. An airline engineer said he knew railway
flares when he saw them and Martians when he saw
them and those were Martians. The FAA decided
that there was no such object prohibited by their
regulations and gave the perpetrators a guided tour
of NASA.
There were other "Days of the Visitors" although
not from outer space, including the casting of the
8-foot woman from Louisiana brought in by longterm associate David Parsons. The Will Rice
Commons also preserves an outstanding photorealistic mural by Will Rice painter/sculptor Bob
Duncan. Will Rice was greatly strengthened as a
college by a series of interesting speakers, a tradition
revived by Mike Wolf and Paula Krisko. John
Connally spoke to Will Rice Orientation Week.
WRC hosted Madeline Murray O'Hair, Timothy
Leary, and even John Scopes of the Scopes Trial.
Andy Karsner even raised the necessary funds to
sponsor a debate between John Kenneth Galbraith
and William F. Buckley,Jr.
"Days of the Pink Elephants" and "Days of
Stolen Christmas Trees." Certainly memorable was
the day the Houston zookeeper awoke to discover
his elephants with pink-washed four letter words,
but in the spirit of the holidays , historians should
also remember the Christmas tree which was
repossessed by the lot owner who had traced the
branches down Main Street, repossessed just when
the co-master was placing the golden star at the top.
Then, too, there was the Christmas tree on top of
the Old Dorm which was reported by pilots for
beeping obscene messages in Morse Code.

Will Rice has also been known for some "Party
Days" like that of the French Revolution where
Bloody Marys flowed from the guillotine. (There
was also the unmentionable "Day of the Willy's Pub
Fire.") The Howard Hughes Party in which Will
Rice spent its portion of the hundred million dollar
bequest from the Dmmner Will was also memorable.
It featured T-shirts with a Howard Hughes picture:
"On My Honor I went to Rice." H. H. "Fama est,"
as Cicero would have it. There is a broom closet on
the second floor of the Old Dorm briefly and
allegedly associated with Hughes' tenure as a Rice
student.
Perhaps the greatest day I save until last, the
"Apocalypse Now,"THE "Days of the Sweeps" by
Will Rice's immortal Beer-Bike gods, goddesses, and
alumni, four times. I keep telling them if they keep
winning consistently, beer-bike will go the way of
the early chorus competition, which Will Rice won
eight times. SWEEP.
There are many other great days in the history
ofWill Rice College: the great hall slide, the man
who played god, the basement dweller who tried to
predict the papal election, the mismatched
roonunates, and the pot party which turned into a
Tupperware saleslady. There was also the founding of
"Albert Patrick College." Those days of
individualism will have to wait.
In closing this secret, unbiased, shorter history of
Will Rice College, there are the challenging days of
the future, "the shape of things to come," where
hopefully Will Rice will be "turned loose" to
continue to develop its traditions of individualism
and scholarship.
A.M.G. D.E.D.
The flames before the phoenix, photo by Teddy Guz man, 2008

R achel Mis and Kate 0 ' ullivan, 2008

THE FULTON CHILDREN
hat was it like for the first masters'
children at Will Rice College? For
Asa Fulton, Edythe and Street Fulton's
son, it was fun to eat at the college and become
acquainted with the students, even though he,
like his sister, was somewhat shy and awed by
suddenly having over two hundred new friends.
A student at Bellaire High School and soon to
be off to Stanford, Asa must have been a
sensation at the college with his 1929 Model A
Ford sport coupe with rumble seat.
Until 1957, Cynthia Futon lived in Bellaire,
attended Bellaire High School, and then was
thrust into the new college system at Rice. She
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Cynthia, Asa, Edythe and Street Fulton, 1964

remembers the first night in the master's house:
the windows were open and she heard the roar
of lions. Not a restful night, but the next
morning she discovered the Rice campus was
close to the Houston Zoo. Yes, she was really
hearing lions roar. Carla swept through during
one freshmen week, and in 1960 snow fell on
the campus and brought forth a snowball fest.
Shy as she was, Cynthis recalls that the students
were always polite and kind to her. Her parents
entertained at dinner groups of students; the
budget for this was small, she recalled, and the
masters worked hard to make every member of
the college feel at home.

Holiday Party 2009
Members of the Rice Historical Society met for a
festive holiday party on December 5 at the historic
Courtlandt Place home of Karen Twitchell and
Kirk Heyne. Guests feasted on fine delicacies
provided by the hospitality committee and enjoyed
lively conversation with each other.

Tom and Ann Greene
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